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Abstract Interest in Nanoscience and Nanomaterials has remained unabated and has attracted so much attention in
recent times. New advances both in the preparation and device fabrication have emerged due the development of
nano and material sciences. Scientists from different fields of research such as biologists, chemists, physicists,
material scientists, pharmacists and engineers are involved in this venture. This is because Nanoparticles (NPs) have
very wide range of applications in areas like health care, cosmetics, food and feed, environmental health, mechanics,
optics, biomedical sciences, chemical industries, electronics, space industries, drug-gene delivery, energy science,
optoelectronics, catalysis, single electron transistors, light emitters, nonlinear optical devices, as well as photo
electrochemical applications. The synthesis of nanomaterials is an important milestone in the pursuit. A lot of
significant developments have been made in the improvement of methods of synthesis of nanomaterial by chemists,
materials scientists and engineers. In this review various methods of fabricating nanomaterials are discussed. They
include Mechanical ball milling, Mechanochemical method, Etching techniques, Sputtering, Laser Ablation, Gas
Condensation, Vacuum Deposition and Vaporization, Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and Chemical Vapor
Condensation (CVC), Electrodeposition, Chemical Precipitation, Sol-Gel Techniques, Sonochemical method,
Theromolysis of metal complexes, Microwave synthesis, Electrochemical method and Biological method.
Keywords Nanoscience, nanomaterials, material science, nanofibres, nanowires, nanotubes, top-down, bottom-up
1. Introduction
Nanotechnology as an important field of modern research deals with the designing, synthesis, and manipulation of
particle structures ranging from approximately 1-100 nm in size. Nanoparticles (NPs) have wide applications in
areas like health care, cosmetics, food and feed, environmental health, mechanics, optics, biomedical sciences,
chemical industries, electronics, space industries, drug-gene delivery, energy science, optoelectronics, catalysis,
single electron transistors, light emitters, nonlinear optical devices, as well as photo electrochemical applications [17]. Interest in nanotechnology has been sustained due to the wide range of applications of nanostructured materials,
with dimensions, which include grain size, layer thickness or shapes below 100 nm as mentioned above.
Nanomaterials are observed in Nanostructured materials such as Nanoparticles, Nanocomposites, Nanocapsules,
Nanoporous materials, Nanofibres, Fullerenes, Nanowires, Single-Walled and Multi-Walled (Carbon) Nanotubes
and Molecular Electronics [7]. These groups of materials exhibit wide range of electronic, magnetic, mechanical or
optical properties and have been used to develop products of industrial and domestic importance. For instance,
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magnetic nanoparticles with several ultra-thin layers have been employed in the development of advanced data
storage devices [8].
However, one of the main factors in nanoscience has to do with the synthesis of these nanomaterials since they
exhibit properties which differ from those of bulk materials and has been discovered that optical, magnetic and
electrical properties are sensitive to size effects [9]. In addition, nanosized particles are also very efficient especially
in the field of catalysis due to the high ratio of surface to volume they posses [10]. In order to tackle the issue of size
control, morphology, structure and chemical composition, different processes of nanomaterials synthesis have been
investigated and large numbers of studies concerning the above subject have been carried out and published [11-12].
This review is aimed at giving a general overview of some of the synthetic methods used in the fabrication of
nanoparticles.
2. Methods of Synthesis of Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles (NP) can be synthesized either by breaking down the bulk materials into smaller and smaller
dimensions or by joining up atoms, molecules or clusters. The former is known as the ‗Top down‘ approach whereas
the latter is referred to as the ‗Bottom up‘ method [13].
In the Top-down approach, a block of a bulk material is broken down to get the nanosized particles. Top-down
methods of fabrication of nanomaterials include the following, Solid phase techniques namely, Milling (mechanical
and mechanochemical), Etching, Electro-explosion, Sputtering, Laser ablation, Lithography, Aresol-based
techniques (electrospraying and flame pyrolsis) and Liquid-phase techniques (electrospinning) methods [13]. The
main disadvantage of the Top-down approach is the imperfection of the surface structure. For instance, the
nanoparticles produced by the attrition have a relatively broad size distribution and various particle shape or
geometry. In addition they may contain significant amount of impurities [14-15].
In the Bottom-up approach, the individual atoms and molecules are placed or self assembled precisely where they
are needed. Here the molecules or atomic building blocks fit together to produce nanoparticles. Bottom-up
approaches are more favorable and popular in the synthesis of nanoparticles and they involve vapor-phase
techniques such as Deposition techniques (thermal chemical vapor deposition, plasma-enhanced chemical depositon,
and plasma arching), Chemical vapor condensation (molecular beam epitaxy and sputtered plasma processing),
Solution-phase techniques (chemical reduction, precipitation, sol- gel, solvothermal synthesis and sonochemical
synthesis) and Self assembly techniques (biological templating, electrostatic self-assembly, self assembly
monolayers, (SAM) and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) formation) [13-15].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Bottom–up and Top–down technique
2.1. Mechanical ball milling techniques
Mechanical alloying produces nanostructured materials by the structural disintegration of coarse-grained structures
as a result of severe plastic deformation. As a solid state synthetic method, it is usually performed using ball milling
equipments that is generally divided into ―low energy‖ and ―high energy‖ category based on the value of the
induced mechanical energy to the powder mixture [13, 15]. The synthesis of materials by high energy ball milling of
powders was first developed by John Benjamin (1970) and his co-workers at the International Nickel Company in
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the late 1960's. The goal of this work was the production of complex Oxide Dispersion-Strengthened (ODS) alloys
for high temperature structural applications as well as reduce the particle size and blending of particles in new
phases.
Mechanical alloying consists of repeated welding, fracturing and rewelding of powder particles in a dry high-energy
ball mill until the composition of the resultant powder corresponds to the percentages of the respective constituents
in the initial charge [16]. In this process, mixtures of elemental or pre-alloyed powders are subjected to grinding
under a protective atmosphere in equipment capable of high-energy compressive impact forces such as attrition
mills, vibrating ball mills and shaker mills. Majority of the works on nanocrystalline materials have been carried out
in highly energetic small shaker mills. The process is referred to as mechanical alloying when one starts with a
blended mixture of elemental powders and as mechanical milling when one starts with single component powders
such as elements or intermetallic compounds. These processes have produced nanocrystalline structures in pure
metals, intermetallic compounds and immiscible alloy systems. It has been shown that nanometer-sized grains can
be obtained in almost any material after sufficient milling time. The grain sizes are found to decrease with milling
time down to a minimum value that appeared to scale inversely with the melting temperature [17-18]. Mechanical
ball milling has been used to blend aluminum with magnesium and carbon in order to alter their chemical properties
and combustion behavior [19-23]. Several works had been carried out by different researchers on the application of
mechanical ball milling to synthesize nanoparticles thus:
For the production of Al- based Nanomaterials and Nano composites, J. Sun et al [24] investigated the
nanostructural synthesis of the ordered L12+DO22 multiphase Al67Mn8Ti24Nb1alloy by mechanical milling and
subsequent annealing. The ordered L12+DO22 multiphase Al67Mn8Ti24Nb1alloy first changed into disordered
supersaturated solid solution after 15 h milling and then into the full amorphous structure as the milling continued to
about 60 h.
In another development, Manna et al [25] reported the synthesis of amorphous and nanocrystalline materials via
mechanical alloying of Al65Cu35−xZrx(x = 5, 15 and 25at. % Zr) elemental powder by planetary ball milling for up to
50 h. The mechanical alloying of Al65Cu35−xZrx (x = 15, 25, 5at.% Zr) by planetary ball milling up to 50h
furnished a single-phase amorphous microstructure in Al65Cu20Zr15, nanocrystalline and amorphous mixture in
Al65Cu10Zr25, and nanocrystalline inter-metallic phases in Al65Cu30Zr5, respectively.
Furthermore, nanocrystalline and nano-amorphous Mg1.9M0.1Ni (M5Ti, Zr, V) alloys were produced by T. Spassov et
al [26] through mechanical alloying and subsequently by annealing depending on the milling conditions such as
rotation speed, duration of milling and annealing (temperature and time of annealing) to give different
nanostructures. According to the authors above, the nanomaterials produced possessed hexagonal Mg 2Ni crystal
structure as well as the milled and the annealed alloys in the range of 10–20 nm.
Phase evolution of Fe2O3 nanoparticles during high energy ball milling was investigated by Lee et al [27]. Here the
author employed high-energy ball milling of α-Fe2O3 powder in a stainless steel attritor at a speed of 300 rpm for 10
–100 h using a powder-to-ball mass ratio of 1:50 with a powder mass of 100g. Their results revealed that the
prolonged milling remarkably reduced particle size from 1 mm in as received powder to about 15 nm in 100 h ball
milled powder. Reporting on nano-sized Cu-doped TiO2 powders using mechanical alloying, Park et al [28] stated
that nanocrystalline Cu-doped TiO2 powders were prepared by MM and homogeneous precipitation process at low
temperature (HPPLT).

Figure 2: A rock tumbler Ball mills (reprinted from Ref. 20)
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2.2. Mechanochemical method
This is the coupling of mechanical and chemical phenomena on a molecular scale and includes mechanical breakage
and chemical behavior of mechanically stressed solids e.g. stress-corrosion cracking or enhanced oxidation [29].
Mechanochemical synthesis differs from standard ball milling in that, in the standard ball milling process under inert
atmosphere results in a moderate reduction of powder particle size and eventually the formation of nanosized grains
within micron-sized particles. However, the mechanochemical method involves the initiation of a solid-state
displacement reaction during the ball milling process which can result nanosized particles (down to ~5 nm in size)
embedded within larger by-product phase particles [30]. The mechanochemical synthesis process has been used in to
synthesize a broad range of metal nanoparticles (e.g. Ag, Co, Cr, Cu) etc as well as other compounds such as oxides
and sulphides [20, 30]. Disperse particles are formed during mechanochemical synthesis as a result of pulverization
of the reagents and chemical interaction between the components. Particles of the reaction products are formed as
two- dimensional nuclei at points of contact between reagents; then they grow in volume. Particle size can be
controlled by varying the temperature and time of the subsequent heat treatment of the activated mixtures. It has
been observed that oxides with particles 1-5 μm in size could be produced through pulverizing, and particles sized
0.02-0.2μm could be obtained by using mechanochemical reactions [31].
However, synthesis by the soft mechanochemical method could give rise to crystalline zirconium titanate formed at
600 oC [31] according to the reaction given below;
Zr(OH)4 + HTiO3 → ZrTiO + 3H2O
It was also observed that low-temperature mechanochemical treatment could yield a cubic solid solution of ZrO 2Y2O3 in the nanodispersed state [31]. The exchange reaction is shown below;
3(ZrO(NO3)2 ⋅2H2O) + Y2(CO3)3 ⋅3H2O → (3ZrO2Y2O3) + 3CO2+ 9H2O + 6HNO3
Some examples of sulphides nanoparticles that have been synthesized by mechanochemical process include ZnS,
CdS and Ce2S3 [32]. It was shown that average particle size of ZnS nanoparticles was reduced when (i) the particlesize of a starting reactant was reduced, (ii) the size of milling media was reduced, or (iii) the volume fraction of ZnS
in the product phase was reduced [33]. CdS nanoparticles were synthesised using the reaction.
Na2S + CdCl2 + 15.6 NaCl → CdS + 17.6 NaCl [34].
The authors [32-35] maintained that it was possible to control mean particle sizes from 4 to 8 nm by varying the size
of grinding media and after milling for 4 hours with milling media of 4.8 mm in diameter and subsequent washing to
remove NaCl, CdS nanoparticles of ~4 nmin diameter were obtained [35]. Various oxides nanoparticles have been
synthesized via mechanochemical methods. The reactions below are some examples of mechanochemical reactions
showing different oxide nanoparticles that have been synthesized by mechanochemical method [32-35].
2AlCl3 + CaO → Al2O3 + 3CaCl2
ZrCl4 + 2CaO → ZrO2 + 2CaCl2
GdCl3 + 3NaOH → Gd2O3 + 3NaCl + 1.5H2O
CeCl3 + NaOH → CeO2 + 3NaCl + H2O
Na2Cr2O7 + S → Cr2O3 + Na2SO4
2NbCl5 + 5Na2CO3 → Nb2O5 + 10NaCl + 5CO2
SnCl2 + Na2CO3 + O2 → SnO2 + 2NaCl + CO2
2FeCl3 + 3Ca(OH)2 → Fe2O3 + 3CaCl2 + 3H2O
ZnCl2 + Na2CO3 → ZnO + 2NaCl + CO2
2.3. Etching Techniques
This is traditionally the process of using strong acid or mordant (a corrosive liquid) to cut into the unprotected parts
of a metal surface to create a design in the metal. In the modern approach of micro fabrication, different etching
methods are used and these are the wet chemical etching and dry etching [36].
Wet etching
Wet etching is a material removal process that uses liquid chemicals or etchants to remove materials from a wafer.
The specific patterns are defined by masks on the wafer. Materials that are not protected by the masks are etched
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away by liquid chemicals. These masks are deposited and patterned on the wafers in a prior fabrication step using
lithography. This method requires a container with a liquid solution that will dissolve the material in question.
Unfortunately, there are complications since usually a mask is desired to selectively etch the material. One must find
a mask that will not dissolve or at least etches much slower than the material to be patterned. Secondly, some single
crystal materials, such as silicon, [36] exhibit anisotropic etching in certain chemicals. Anisotropic etching in
contrast to isotropic etching means different etches rates in different directions in the material. The wet method is
used in the production of silicon wafer in a chemical such as potassium hydroxide (KOH). Marwa and Hussien [37]
reported the preparation of silica nanoparticles by wet alkali chemical etching technique of commercial silicon
powder using (KOH, n-propanol and water). They dispersed an appropriate amount of Si-powder in a solution
containing potassium hydroxide (KOH), n-propane and distilled water and the mixture was milled for about 20
minutes and the gray color Si-powder was turned to brown after the etching was finished.
In another development, Wei Cheng et al [38] also reported an etching method that was used to synthesize
nanosized iron oxide with small primary particle sizes of approximately 4 nm and a high specific surface area of 317
m2 g−1. This material was used as an adsorbent for arsenic removal from water as shown below;

Figure 3: An etching method used to synthesize nanosized iron oxide.
Kwangjin et al [39] synthesized various hollow oxide nanoparticles from as-prepared MnO and iron oxide
nanocrystals by heating metal oxide nanocrystals dispersed in technical grade trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) at
300 °C for hours which retained the size and shape uniformity of the original nanocrystals. The authors maintained
that this method is highly reproducible and could be generalized to synthesize hollow oxide nanoparticles of various
sizes, shapes, and compositions. They also claimed that the impurities present in technical grade TOPO, especially
alkylphosphonic acid during the experiment, were responsible for the etching of metal oxide nanocrystals to the
hollow structures.
Dry etching
Dry etching refers to the removal of material, typically a masked pattern of semiconductor material, by exposing the
material to a bombardment of ions (usually a plasma of reactive gases such as fluorocarbons, oxygen, chlorine,
boron trichloride; sometimes with addition of nitrogen, argon, helium and other gases) that dislodge portions of the
material from the exposed surface. A common type of dry etching is reactive-ion etching. Dry etching technology
can be split in three separate classes called reactive ion etching (RIE), sputter etching, and vapor phase etching. In
RIE, the substrate is placed inside a reactor in which several gases are introduced. Plasma is produced in the gas
mixture by using a radio frequency (RF) power source to break the gas molecules into ions. The cations produced
from reactive gases are accelerated with high energy to the substrate and chemically react with the silicon. The
typical RIE gasses for Si are CF4, SF6 and BCl2 + Cl2 [36]. This is known as the chemical part of reactive ion
etching.
Physical dry etching requires high energy (ion, electron, or photon) beams to etch off the substrate atoms. When the
high energy particles knock out the atoms from the substrate surface, the material evaporates after leaving the
substrate. There is no chemical reaction taking place and therefore only the material that is unmasked will be
removed. [40]. A schematic of a typical reactive ion etching system is shown in the figure 4.0 below.
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Figure 4: A typical reactive ion etching system
Sputter etching is essentially RIE without reactive ions. The operations used are very similar in principle to
sputtering deposition systems. The big difference is that substrate is now subjected to the ion bombardment instead
of the material target used in sputter deposition [36, 40].
A new method to form metal nanoparticles by sputter deposition inside a reactive ion etching chamber with a very
short target-substrate distance was reported by Min et al [40]. According to these authors, the distribution and
morphology of nanoparticles were found to be affected by the distance, the ion concentration, and the sputtering
time. Densely distributed nanoparticles of various compositions were fabricated on the substrates that were kept at a
distance of 130 μm or smaller from the target. When the distance was increased to 510 μm, island structures were
formed, indicating the tendency to form continuous thin film with longer distance. The primary target used was a
15x15 mm2 brass foil alloy 260, Cu : Zn=70:30, with parallel openings of 50x1000 m2 patterned by laser cutting.
For comparison, other targets consisting of Cu, Al, and Cr were employed and several nanomaterials of these metals
were reported to be deposited by this technique.
Vapor phase etching is another dry etching method, which can be done with simpler equipment than what RIE
requires. Chemical dry etching (also called vapor phase etching) does not use liquid chemicals or etchants. In this
process the wafer to be etched is placed inside a chamber, in which one or more gases are introduced. The process
involves a chemical reaction between etchant gases to attack the silicon surface. The material to be etched is
dissolved at the surface in a chemical reaction with the gas molecules. The two most common vapor phase etching
technologies are silicon dioxide etching using hydrogen fluoride (HF) and silicon etching using xenon diflouride
(XeF2), both of which are isotropic in nature. Usually, care must be taken in the design of a vapor phase process so
as to avoid the formation of bye-products in the chemical reaction that condense on the surface and interfere with the
etching process [41].
Nearly all silicon MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) [42] devices are produced by using a sacrificial
silicon oxide layer, which when removed, ―releases‖ the silicon MEMS structure and allows free movement. Silicon
oxide is typically etched by hydrogen fluoride as shown in the chemical reaction below;
SiO2 + 4HF →SiF4 (g) + 2H2O
The most widespread method of HF [41, 42] based etch release is wet chemical etching using a mixture of HF and
water. However, as the HF, or the accessory rinsing solutions, dries, it can cause ―stiction‖; by pulling the freemoving micro-materials produced together which remain adhered to each other after release, thereby reducing the
yield. Another problem with wet HF etching is that it corrodes any exposed metals, especially aluminium, on the
wafer.
Therefore in order to avoid all the above shortcomings, dry HF becomes the best alternative [41, 42]. The reason is
that a gaseous etchant penetrates smaller features more easily and allows longer undercuts. In this method, an
alcohol (A) is used to ionize the HF vapor and acts as a catalyst:
SiO2(s) + 2HF2-(ads) + 2AH + (ads) → SiF4(ads) + 2H2O (ads) + 2A (ads)
The by-product of the reaction (water), also acts as a catalyst but must be carefully controlled and removed from the
system [41, 42].
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2.4. Sputtering
This is a process whereby particles are ejected from a solid target material due to bombardment of the target by
energetic particles [43] particularly, in the laboratory as gas ions. This can happens when the kinetic energy of the
incoming particles is much higher than conventional thermal energies. Instead of using heat to eject material from a
source, they can be bombarded with high speed particles. The momentum transfer from the particles to the surface
atoms can impart enough energy to allow the surface atoms to escape. Once ejected, these atoms (or molecules) can
travel to a substrate and deposit as a film. So in sputtering, the target material and the substrate are placed in a
vacuum chamber. A voltage is applied between them so that the target is the cathode and the substrate is attached to
the anode [43]. Plasma is created by ionizing a sputtering gas (generally a chemically inert, heavy gas like Argon).
The sputtering gas bombards the target and sputters off the material of interest to be deposited.
Sporn et al in 1997 [44] and Thompson in 1966 [45] employed the sputtering techniques to synthesis silicon and
gold nanoparticles respectively.
Sputtering observed to occur below the threshold energy of physical sputtering is also often called chemical
sputtering [43-45] but the mechanisms behind such sputtering are not always well understood, and may be hard to
distinguish from chemical etching. At elevated temperatures, chemical sputtering of carbon can be understood to be
due to the incoming ions weakening bonds in the sample, which then desorbs by thermal activation [46]. The
hydrogen-induced sputtering of carbon-based materials observed at low temperatures has been explained by H ions
entering between C-C bonds and thus breaking them [41].
Perekrestov et al [47] investigated on TiO2 nanoparticles synthesis and reported that, these Nanoparticles were
obtained in Argon plasma on monocrystaline Si (111) substrate by gas-phase deposition technique using hollow
cathode plasma jet (HCPJ). A pure material of titanium was used as the cathode whose surface had a very high
affinity for oxygen and thus facilitating the formation of a layer of oxide when exposed to the atmosphere or by the
introduction of oxygen into the main chamber. This method is based on sputtering TiO 2/Ti2O3/TiO layer of a hollow
cathode. The authors gave explanation of nanoparticle growth mechanism and size distribution, morphology of thin
film surface by means of scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM), while mass
spectrometer was used to monitor the chemical composition of the gas inside the system during deposition. The
chemical composition of the thin films was investigated by means of energy-dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX).
2.5. Laser ablation
Laser ablation refers the removal of material from a surface using laser irradiation. A typical schematic diagram of
laser ablation is shown in the following figure [48].

Figure 5: A typical schematic diagram of laser ablation
The laser ablation device consists of two essential parts, namely a pulsed laser and an ablation chamber [48]. The
high power of the laser beam induces large light absorption on the surface of target, which makes temperature of the
absorbing material increase rapidly. As a result, the material on the surface of target vaporizes into laser plume [49].
In some cases, the vaporized materials condensate into cluster and particle without any chemical reaction. In some
other cases, the vaporized material reacts with introduced reactants to form new materials. The condensed particles
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will be either deposited on a substrate or collected through a filter system consisting of a glass fiber mesh. Then, the
collected nanoparticles can be coated on a substrate through drop-coating or screen-printing process [49-50]
Pulsed laser synthesis (PLS) is a powerful, flexible and versatile technique in the synthesis of many nanoparticles
without employing special external conditions, such as high pressure or high temperature. It is flexible in that it can
be integrated with other techniques such as chemical vapor deposition [51]. In addition, it can be used to synthesize
various nanostructures via different experimental setups as well as to fabricate the same nano structures by different
approaches, making it a versatile technique. PLA is used in the top-down synthesis of nanomaterials, such as
nanotubes [52], nanowires [53], nano-ribbons [54], quantum dots [55, 56], and even nano-flakes of the material. The
technique is widely used by many researchers in the synthesis of both inorganic and carbon-based materials with
varying particle sizes and in high yield as well as aluminum nanoparticles [57, 58]. PLA was first reported by Patil
et al. in 1987 [59], forming iron oxides with metastable phases by PLA of a pure iron target placed in water.
Williams and Coles [60, 61] prepared nanocrystalline SnO 2 by a laser ablation technique for detection of CO, H 2,
and CH4. Their studies revealed that the gaseous atmosphere in which the condensation of the laser-ablated SnO2
occurs has a significant influence on the size of the nanoparticles generated. The use of Ar at the pressure of 1 bar to
replace the standard conditions employed in air at 1 bar led to a decrease in SnO 2 grain size to 8 nm. Furthermore,
by shortening the laser pulse from the customary 20 ms to 30 ns employing a XeCl excimer laser, a further reduction
in the grain size was achieved. Their gas sensors based on nanocrystalline SnO 2 powders prepared by laser ablation
and gas-phase condensation route offered enhanced sensitivity to CO, H2, and CH4 compared with the materials
prepared by conventional methods.
Hu and his co-workers prepared nanocrystalline SnO2 thin film using a SnO2 target and a metallic Sn target
respectively for C2H5OH detection [48]. Their results demonstrated that the oxidation of Sn into SnO2 depends
strongly on the substrate temperature. Oxidation of Sn into SnO 2 proceeds mainly on the substrate surface instead of
in the ablation plume during the condensation of Sn species onto the substrate, even if the ambient oxygen pressure
reaches 100–150 Pa.
Starke and Coles [62] reported their gas sensors prepared using laser ablated nanocrystalline metal oxides. They
found that SnO2 and In2O3 are capable of detecting ozone at concentrations well below 100 ppb with response times
of less than one minute. Pt doped SnO2 and, particularly, In2O3 show some cross sensitivity to NO and NO2. WO3
shows sensing properties superior to these two materials in terms of selectivity and response time but regrettably
does not exhibit such high sensitivity. Their CO sensor is highly sensitive to single-figure ppm concentration with a
resolution down to 1 ppm. These studies demonstrate that the laser ablated nanostructured metal oxides can greatly
enhance the sensing performance of gas sensors.
2.6. Inert gas Condensation
The inert gas evaporation–condensation (IGC) technique, in which nanoparticles are formed via the evaporation of a
metallic source in an inert gas, has been widely used in the synthesis of ultrafine metal particles since the 1930s
[63]. This technique is used to synthesize small quantities of nanostructured pure metals. It involves evaporation of
metal using any of these heating sources, resistive heating, radiofrequency heating, sputtering, electron beam
heating, laser/plasma heating, or ion sputtering, inside a chamber that has been evacuated to a very high vacuum of
about 10-7 torr and then backfilled with a low pressure inert gas like helium [64]. The evaporated atoms collide with
the gas atoms inside the chamber, lose their kinetic energy and condense in the form of small, discrete crystals of
loose powder. Convection currents, generated due to the heating of the inert gas by the evaporation source and
cooled by the liquid nitrogen-filled collection device (cold finger), carry the condensed fine powders [64, 65] to the
collector device, from where they can be stripped off by a scrapper in the form of a metallic plate.
The crystal size of the powder obtained depends upon the inert gas pressure, the evaporation rate and the gas
composition. It is typically a few nanometers and the size distribution is narrow. However, extremely fine particles
can be produced by decreasing either the gas pressure in the chamber or the evaporation rate and by using light inert
gasses (such as He) rather than heavy inert gases (such as Xe) [64]. Reports on the results obtained from
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experiments using the inert gas condensation method to produce nanoparticles of Mn, AuPd and CoO, Y 2O3 have
been in literature [65, 66].

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of inert gas condensation method
Wesley et al [67] also reported on the preparation conditions adopted to obtain different morphologies of asdeposited refractory metal-oxide (Y2O3) nanoparticles using inert-gas condensation with CO2 laser heating.
According to them, the micrometer-scale morphology of the nanoparticles obtained depended on the specific metal
oxide, the buffer gas composition and pressure as well as the target-to-substrate distance. The above parameters
actually controlled and determined the extent to which a plume of nonagglomerated nanoparticles reached the
deposition substrate. They also maintained that the buffer gas pressure used offered the largest influence for a given
material, with lower pressures producing a dense columnar morphology and higher pressures resulting in an open
networked morphology. They concluded that an estimate based on the geometry of the gas-phase plume and
experimental results for Y2O3 nanoparticles produced in 4 Torr N2 gave a critical concentration of tens of
nanoparticles per μm3 for the transition of agglomerates versus isolated nanoparticles reaching a deposition
substrate.
Ward et al [68] presented their reported from experiments carried out using the inert gas condensation method to
produce manganese nanoparticles which included both Mn3O4and pure Mn particles. The authors claimed that the
use of moisture in untreated helium gas caused the particles to oxidize, whereas when the helium was run through
liquid nitrogen, it trapped and removed the moisture thereby producing β−Mn particles in a metastable state. The
particle sizes and the size distribution were determined to range from 2 nm to above 100 nm.
2.7. Chemical Vapor Synthesis
There are two major methods that make up the Chemical Vapor Synthesis approach and these are (a) chemical vapor
condensation (CVC) and (b) Chemical Vapor deposition (CVD). They have tremendous flexibility in producing a
wide range of materials and can take advantage of the huge database of precursor chemistries that have been
developed for the production of nanoparticles.
(a) Chemical vapor condensation (CVC)
In chemical vapor condensation, vapor phase components are brought into a hot-wall reactor under conditions that
favor nucleation of particles in the vapor phase rather than deposition of a film on the wall which occurs in
Chemical Vapor deposition (CVD). The precursors can be solid, liquid or gas at ambient conditions, but are
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delivered to the reactor as a vapor (from a bubbler or sublimation source, as necessary) [48]. Chemical Vapor
Condensation (CVC) process was developed in Germany in 1994 [69].
When a mixture of gas reactants are delivered into a reaction chamber, the chemical reactions among the gas
molecules are induced by an input of energy such as resistant heating, laser, and plasma. Chlorides are the popular
reactants for the formation of oxides because of their generally low vaporization temperature and low cost. A typical
reaction is represented below [48]:
SnCl4 (g) + 2H2O (g) → SnO2 (s) + 4HCl (g)
Another key feature of chemical vapor synthesis is that it allows formation of doped or multi-component
nanoparticles by use of multiple precursors. Schmechel et al [70] prepared nanocrystalline europium doped yttria
(Y2O3:Eu3+) from organometallic yttrium and europium precursors. Senter et al [71] incorporated erbium into silicon
nanoparticles using disilane and an organometallic erbium compound as precursors. Brehm et al [72] synthesized
doped nanoparticles of zinc oxide by chemical vapor synthesis for the applications as transparent conducting oxides,
catalysts and gas sensors. The dopant elements, aluminum, gallium, and indium influence the particle size of the
powders as well as lattice parameters and local structure. The powders exhibit a narrow size distribution with an
average size of about 5 nm.

Figure 7: (A) Low-magnification SEM image of the as-synthesized ZnO nanorings. (B) High magnification SEM
image of a freestanding single-crystal ZnO nanoring, showing uniform and perfect geometrical shape. The ring
diameter is 1 to 4 µm, the thickness of the ring is 10 to 30 nm, and the width of the ring shell is 0.2 to 1 µm. (After
ref. 48).These metal oxide nanobelts, nanowires, nanodiskettes, and nanoribbons are highly promising candidates
for gas sensing materials. Other Nanoparticles that have been synthesized by include ZrO2, Y2O3 [77-78].
Wang‘s group [73-76] successfully synthesized a series of binary semiconducting oxide nanobelts (or nanoribbons),
such as ZnO, In2O3, Ga2 O3, CdO and PbO2 and SnO2 by simply evaporating the source compound. Condensed or
powder source materials were vaporized in a tube furnace at an elevated temperature and the resultant vapor phase
condense under certain conditions (temperature, pressure, substrate, etc.) to form the desired products. The as
synthesized oxide nanobelts are pure, structurally uniform, single crystalline and most of them free from defects and
dislocations with a rectangular-like cross-section with typical widths of 30 to 300 nanometers, width-to-thickness
ratios of 5 to 10, and lengths of up to a few millimeters. The belt-like morphology appears to be a unique and
common structural characteristic for the family of semiconducting oxides with cations of different valence states and
materials of distinct crystallographic structures. The nanobelts are an ideal system for fully understanding
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dimensionally confined transport phenomena in functional oxides and building functional devices along individual
nanobelts. The above authors [72-75] have applied the nanobelt materials to make the world‘s first field effect
transistor and single wire sensors. The latest breakthrough of Wang‘s group is the success of first piezoelectric
nanobelts and nanorings [75] for applications as sensors, transducers and actuators in micro and nanoelectromechanical systems. A typical SEM image of as-synthesized ZnO nanorings is shown in the following figure.
Owing to the positive and negative ionic charges on the zinc- and oxygen-terminated ZnO basal planes, respectively,
a spontaneous polarization normal to the nanobelt surface is induced. As a result, helical nanosprings/nanocoils are
formed by rolling up single crystalline nanobelts. The mechanism for the helical growth is suggested for the first
time to be a consequence of minimizing the total energy contributed by spontaneous polarization and elasticity. The
nanobelts have widths of 10–60 nanometers and thickness of 5–20 nanometers, and they are free of dislocations. The
polar surface dominated ZnO nanobelts and helical nanosprings are likely to be an ideal system for understanding
piezoelectricity and polarization induced ferroelectricity at nano-scale.
(b) Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is a process in which a thin solid film is deposited on a heated surface via a
chemical reaction from the vapor or gas phase. There are different types CVDs and they include thermal CVD,
plasma CVD D, laser CVD, photo-laser CVD, metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) etc [69]. In
thermal CVD, the reaction is activated by a high temperature above 900°C. A typical apparatus comprises of a gas
supply system, a deposition chamber and an exhaust system. In plasma CVD, the reaction is activated by plasma at
temperatures between 300 and 700 °C [69]. In laser CVD, pyrolysis (decomposition brought about by high
temperatures) occurs when laser thermal energy heats an absorbing substrate. In photo-laser CVD, the chemical
reaction is induced by ultra violet radiation which has sufficient photon energy to break the chemical bond in the
reactant molecules. In this process, the reaction is photon activated and deposition occurs at room temperature.
CVD processes are extremely complex and involve a series of gas-phase and surface reactions. They are often
summarized by overall reaction schemes listed below [79, 80].
A more detailed picture of the basic physicochemical steps in an overall CVD reaction is illustrated in Figure below
and it involves four (4) steps [80].
1. Evaporation and transport of precursors in the bulk gas flow region into the reactor;
2. Gas phase reactions of precursors in the reaction zone to produce reactive intermediates and gaseous by-products;
3. Mass transport of reactants to the substrate surface;
4. Adsorption of the reactants on the substrate surface;
5. Surface diffusion to growth sites, nucleation and surface chemical reactions leading to film formation;
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6. Desorption and mass transport of remaining fragments of the decomposition away from the reaction zone.

Figure 8: Precursor transport and reaction processes in CVD
Jing et al [79] reported the synthesis of high quality single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) of methane at 1000oC on supported Fe2O3 catalysts. This type of catalyst support was found to
control the formation of individual bundled SWNTs. The authors highlighted that the catalysts supported on
crystalline alumina nanoparticles produced abundant individual SWNTs and small bundles while those supported by
amorphous silica particles produce only SWNT bundles. Their studies of the ends of SWNTs led to an
understanding of their growth mechanism. They also investigated on the use of methane CVD on supported NiO,
CoO and NiO/CoO catalysts. From their investigation, they reported that none of the NiO/alumina and NiO/silica
catalysts produced SWNTs while CoO and NiO/CoO catalysts produced SWNTs only on one of the alumina or
silica supports.
Pavel et al [82] reported the synthesis of Ni/NiO nanoparticles by using metal organics chemical vapor deposition of
nickel acetylacetonate in an externally heated tube flow reactor at moderate temperatures, up to 500 oC. The author
studied the particles production and characteristics by evaluating the effects of reactor temperature, precursor
concentration, and flow rate through the reactor. Che et al [83] developed a new approach for preparing graphitic
carbon nanofiber and nanotube ensembles via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis of carbon within the pores
of an alumina template membrane with or without a Ni catalyst. The authors used ethylene or pyrene in the above
process with reactor temperatures of 545 °C for Ni-catalyzed CVD and 900 °C for the uncatalyzed process. The
result obtained from their studies revealed that the resultant carbon nanostructures produced were uniform hollow
tubes with open ends. They claimed that by increasing the deposition time the carbon nanotubes were converted into
carbon nanofibers.
2.8. Electrochemical deposition of nanomaterials
Electrochemical deposition is a deposition process in which metal ions in a solution are transported by an electric
field to coat the surface of a substrate. The deposition process can be either cathodic or anodic reaction depending
on the work piece to be coated (cathode or anode), the metallic ions are attracted to the cathode and reduced to
metallic form. The diagram below illustrate the above process where (1) is the material to be deposited (anode) (2)
the deposited metal (nanoparticles) on the cathode (3) the metallic ions [84].
Electrodeposition of nanostructures, eg. nanocrystallines, nanocomposites, amorphous film or layered materials can
be obtained by controlling the electrolysis parameters [84, 85]. The most commonly practiced techniques are (a)
pulse current deposition to manipulate the growth of deposits, (b) deployment of additives and surfactants to alter
the grain size of deposits and (c) nanoparticles inclusion into deposits to form nanocomposites [84].
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Figure 9: Electrochemical deposition is a deposition
(a) Pulse current electrodeposition of nanostructured coating

Figure 10
Direct current is the most commonly deployed technique to deposit a metal coating. Recent years have seen the use
of pulsating the current to achieve nanostructure coating. The pulse regime parameters include pulse duty, pulse
cycle, frequency and its amplitude, cathodic or anodic current, zero current at open-circuit etc [84-86]. Pulsating the
deposition current can affects the diffusion layer next to the electrode surface which is in contact with the liquid
solution. This will influence the deposition mechanisms of metal deposits such as altering the nucleation process and
the subsequent growth of the deposit. Pulsed current can enable the incorporation of nanoparticles to a high content
in the coating as well as producing a wider range of alloys, deposit composition and material properties [86].
(b) Nanoparticles in a metal coating to form nanocomposites
Nanosized particles can be incorporated into metallic coating to form nanocomposite coating [86, 87].

Figure 11
Two common processes involved in the incorporation of particles into metallic coatings are (a) physical dispersion
of particles in the electrolyte and (b) electrophoresis migration of particles to the work piece supported by surface
charged particles. The metal coating can be plain metal, eg. nickel, silver, copper, tin, gold, or alloys and
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multilayered coatings [88]. Nanoparticles may include metals, alloys, ceramics, metal oxides, nitrides, carbides, etc
[85, 86]. The inclusion of nanoparticles into a metal coating is dependent on many electrolysis parameters such as
characteristics of the nanoparticle (particle concentration, surface charge, type, shape, size), electrolyte composition
(electrolyte concentration, additives, temperature, pH, surfactant type and concentration), current density (direct
current, pulsed current, potentiostatic control) and flow hydrodynamics (laminar, turbulent regimes), electrode
geometry and electrodeposition reactor, e.g. rotating disk electrode, rotating cylinder electrode, parallel plate
electrodes, etc. Figures below show electrodeposited nickel coatings containing nanoparticles of silicon carbide
(SiC) and titanium dioxide nanotubes (TiO2), for wear and corrosion resistance [89, 90].

Figure 12
(c) Deployment of electrolyte additives and surfactant technology
Electrolyte additives and surfactant technology are keys to the development of nanostructured materials and coatings
[93]. Surfactants can be categorized into groups such as: cationic, anionic, non-ionic or amphoteric [94]. Surfactants
can be hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon based [95]. In the surface metal finishing industry, electrolyte additives are
commonly grouped by names such as brighteners (provide surface finish as matte, semi-matte or bright appearance),
surface wetters (reduce surface tension between, reduce coating porosity or liberation of gas bubbles) and stress
relievers (relieve compressive or tensile stress of the coating). Additives and surfactants are deployed to affect the
growth of metal deposits, via adsorption or desorption mechanisms [96].
Many metallic coatings are conventionally designed on the macro-scale. By reducing the macro-scale to the nanoscale could provide enhanced surface properties, leading to a longer lasting, lighter weight and more protective
coatings. Electrolyte additives and surfactants are used to affect the grain size of coating [94, 95, and 96]. The figure
shows a polycrystalline vs. nanocrystalline coating. A nanocrystalline coating has nm grain size, with enhanced
coating performance against an external load.

Figure 13
Crystalline maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles cathodically electrodeposited at room temperature from
environmentally benign electrolytes was studied by Park et al in 2008 [87]. The shape, size, and production rate of
nanoparticles were strongly influenced by electrochemical conditions (e.g. FeCl 3 concentration, current density).
Mohanty [85] reported the synthesis of various nanoscale materials, such as nanoparticles, nanowires of Au, Pt, Ni
Co, Fe, Ag etc., by electrodeposition techniques. The author employed two different methods namely, potentiostatic
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and galvanostatic methods to carry out the electrodeposition process under different potential ranges, time durations,
and current densities. He also investigated on the electrochemical behavior of the deposited nanoparticles on various
substrates by cyclic voltammetric and chronoamperometric techniques. He also highlighted on the synthesis of
mono-dispersed gold (Au) nanoparticles on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass, preparation of Au nanorods on
nanoporous anodic alumina oxide (AAO), formation of Au nanoclusters on polypyrrole-modified glassy carbon
electrode and one-step electrodeposition of nickel nanoparticle chains embedded in TiO 2 etc. in his studies.
2.9. Chemical Precipitation
A precipitate is a solid that forms out of solution. A common example is that of the mixing of two clear solutions
e.g. silver nitrate (AgNO3) and sodium chloride (NaCl). The reaction is shown as;
AgNO3(aq) + NaCl(aq)
NaNO3(aq) + AgCl(aq)
A chemical precipitation process consists of three main steps: chemical reaction, nucleation and crystal growth.
Chemical precipitation is generally not a controlled process in terms of reaction kinetics and the solid phase
nucleation and growth processes. Therefore, solids obtained by chemical precipitation have a wide particle size
distribution plus uncontrolled particle morphology, along with agglomeration [97]. In this strategy the size is
controlled by arrested precipitation technique. Thus this is achieved by basic synthesizing and studying the
nanomaterial in situ i.e. in the same liquid medium avoiding the physical changes and aggregation of tiny
crystallites. Thermal coagulation and Oswald ripening are controlled by double layer repulsion of crystallites using
non-aqueous solvents at lower temperatures for synthesis [97]. The synthesis involved reaction between constituent
materials in suitable solvent. The dopent is added to the parent solution before precipitation reaction while a
surfactant is used to maintain separation between the particles formed [93, 94]. Thus formed nanocrystals are
separated by centrifugation, washed and vacuum dried. The dried material was further subjected to UV curing for
possible polymerization of surfactant capping film on the surface of nano-clusters for imparting true quantum
confinement [95, 96].
Bahari et al [98] successfully prepared NiO nanopowder by chemical precipitation method, using nickel nitrate hex
hydrate and sodium hydroxide as raw materials. The majority of obtained NiO nanopowders had an average particle
size less than 50nm in all cases. The main materials used were nickel nitrate hexa hydrate (Ni(NO 3)2. 6H2O), sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), polyvinilpyrolidone (PVP, MW = 65000), polyethylene glycol (PEG, MW = 15000), and cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB). Main reactions occur during the experimental procedure can be written
briefly as follows:

Hamid et al [99] synthesized ZnO nanoparticles by direct precipitation method using zinc nitrate and KOH as
precursors. The authors used (0.2M) aqueous solution of zinc nitrate (Zn (NO 3)2.6H2O) and (0.4 M) KOH solution
in the presence of deionized water, respectively. The procedure adopted by the authors is given thus; KOH solution
was slowly added into zinc nitrate solution at room temperature under vigorous stirring, which resulted in the
formation of a white suspension. The white product obtained was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min and
washed three times with distilled water, finally with absolute alcohol. The obtained product was calcined at 500 °C
in air for 3 hr and the size range of the synthesized ZnO powder was approximately 20–40 nm.
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Song et al [100] synthesized highly pure active γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles from aluminum nitrate and ammonium
carbonate with a little surfactant by chemical precipitation method. The factors that affected the synthesis process
were studied. The properties of γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles were characterized by DTA, XRD, BET, TEM, laser
granularity analysis and impurity content analysis. The authors reported that amorphous precursor of Al(OH) 3 sols
are produced by using 0.1 mol/L Al(NO3)3·9H2O and 0.16 mol/L (NH4)2CO3·H2O solutions, in the volume ratio
1:3, followed by addition of 0.024% (volume fraction) surfactant PEG600, and reacting at 40 °C, 1 000 r/min
stirring rate for 15 min. Thereafter, stabilization was done for 24 h and the precursors were extracted and filtered by
vacuum, washed thoroughly with deionized water and finally with dehydrated ethanol, and dried in vacuum at
80°C for 8 h. Finally, they were calcined at 800 °C for 1 h in the air, and high purity active γ-Al2O3 nanoparticles
were obtained with about 9 nm in crystal grain size.
3. Sol–gel Synthesis
Sol–gel processing is also a promising method for the preparation of nano dimensional materials. It is most
commonly used technique for the preparation of bulk nanomaterial of Metal Oxides [102]. The reaction product of
the sol–gel synthesis could be either colloidal powders or films. One of the advantages of this method is the ability
to control the microstructure of final product by controlling chemical reaction parameters [103]. It involves the
evolution of networks through the formation of colloidal suspension (sol) and gelatin to form a network in
continuous liquid phase (gel). The precursor for synthesizing these colloids could be either inorganic salts or organic
compounds known as metal alkoxides and aloxysilanes. The most widely used are tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), and
tetraethoxysilanes (TEOS) which form silica gels. The sol gel process involves initially a homogeneous solution of
one or more selected alkoxides. These are organic precursors for silica, alumina, titania, zirconia, among others
[104]. A catalyst is used to start reaction and control pH. Sol-gel formation occurs in four stages.
 Hydrolysis
 Condensation
 Growth of particles
 Agglomeration of particles
Hydrolysis
In hydrolysis, alkoxide groups (OR) are replaced by (OH) of water molecules and metal hydroxide is formed
according to the equation below [105, 106].
M-O-R + H2O → M-OH+ROH
For example, in the formation of silica gel, hydrolysis occurs by attack of oxygen on silicon atoms. This can be
accelerated by addition of a catalyst such as HCl and NH3. Hydrolysis continues until all alkoxy groups are replaced
by hydroxyl groups. Subsequent condensation involving silanol group (Si-OH) produced siloxane bonds (Si- O-Si),
alcohol and water [105]. Hydrolysis occurs by attack of oxygen contained in the water on the silicon atom. Using
tertraethoxysilane, the hydrolytic step can be described with the following reaction;

Condensation
In condensation two hydroxylated species react to form M-O-M bonds under release of water molecules (oxolation).
Finally reaction between hydroxide and Alkoxide produces M-O-M bonds with release of alcohol molecule.
Condensation as shown below [105, 106];
M-OH+ H-O-M → M-O-M + H2O (oxolation)
M-OR + M-OH →M-O-M + R-OH
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For sol gel formation, polymerization to form siloxane bond occurs by either a water producing or alcohol producing
condensation reaction. The end result of condensation products is the formation of monomer, dimer, cyclic tetramer,
and high order rings. The rate of hydrolysis is affected by pH, reagent concentration and H2O/Si molar ratio (in case
of silica gels). Also ageing and drying are important. By control of these factors, it is possible to vary the structure
and properties of sol-gel derived inorganic networks.
The reaction for the condensation step is shown below;

OR

Growth and Agglomeration
As the number of siloxane bonds increase, the molecules aggregate in the solution, where they form a network, a gel
is formed upon drying. The water and alcohol are driven off and the network shrinks.
The physical characteristic of the gel network depends greatly on the size of the particles and the extend of crosslinking prior to the gelation.
S. Ramesh [104] described the synthesis of Ag3 (2+𝑥) Al𝑥Ti4−𝑥O11+𝛿 (0.0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1.0) nanoparticles. These nanoparticles
were prepared by the sol-gel technology and the procedure used by the author is given thus; The calculated amounts
of Al(NO3)3, Ag(NO3)2 and TiO2 were mixed in 2mol.L−1 nitric acid with continuous stirring for 1 h at pH of about
4-5, followed by addition of 30mL of 1.5mol L −1 citric acid solution. The resulting solution changed to a yellowish
sol and the stirring continued with the aid of a magnetic stirrer at 60 oC until it became a transparent sticky gel.
Thereafter, the gel was dried in an air oven at 200 oC for 1 h and this led to the formation of a light weight porous
materials due to the enormous gas evolution and it was sintered at 850 oC for 4h to get the fine homogeneous dense
powder. A pictorial representation of the synthesis method is given in Figure 1.

Figure 14: Flow chart of sample preparation of Ag3 (2+𝑥) Al𝑥Ti4−𝑥O11+𝛿 (0.0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1.0) nanoparticles
Hasnidawani et al [105] synthesized ZnO nanoparticles via sol gel method using Zinc acetate dehydrate
(Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O) as a precursor and ethanol (C2H5OH) as solvent, while sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and
distilled water were used as the reaction medium. ZnO nanoparticles were characterized by using XRD, EDX,
FESEM, and nano-particles analyser. The nanosizes of the ZnO nanoparticles synthesized ranged within 81.28nm to
84.98nm. Below is the FE-SEM micrograph of zinc oxide synthesized in different magnification.
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Figure 15: FE-SEM micrograph of zinc oxide synthesized in different magnification
The complete hydrolysis of zinc acetate with NaOH in an ethanolic solution resulted in the formation of a ZnO
colloid [105]. The final product was obtained as a result of the equilibrium between the hydrolysis and condensation
reaction. Due to the heating, Zinc Acetate within the solution underwent hydrolysis forming acetate ions and zinc
ions. The abundance of electrons in the oxygen atoms made the hydroxyl groups (-OH) of alcohol molecules bond
with the zinc ions. The overall chemical reaction for the formation of ZnO nano-powder when sodium hydroxide
was used as solvent is shown below;
(Zn (CH3COO)2. 2H2O) + 2NaOH → ZnO + 2NaCH3COO + H2O
According to Umbreen and Bushra [106] Nanoparticles of nickel Oxide has been synthesized by Sol-Gel method. In
the first step Nanosols were prepared by dissolving metal salt in suitable Solvent. On condensation Nanosols were
converted into Nanostructured Gel of Nickle oxide nanoparticles was found to be 8.78 nm
The procedure adopted by these authors is given thus; NiCl2.6H2O (1.5g) was transferred into a 250 ml round
bottom flask at room temperature and absolute alcohol (70 ml) was added to the flask. The content of the flask was
subjected to continuous stirring. Thereafter, NaOH (0.5 g) was dissolved in absolute alcohol (100 ml) in another
beaker and this solution was added to NiCl2.6H2O solution drop wise. The mixture was stirred for 2hours and a light
greenish colored gel was formed. The gel was allowed to stand for three hours and then filtered and washed with
water and finally with ethanol to give a light green colored precipitate. The precipitate was then oven dried at 100 ºC
for 2 hours to yield fine green powder which was subjected to calcination at 290 ºC for 30 minutes. Black colored
NiO nanopowder of was formed after calcination.
3.1. Sonochemical Synthesis
Currently, ultrasound irradiation has become an important tool in chemistry. It provides an unusual mechanism for
generating high-energy chemistry with extremely high local temperatures and pressures and an extraordinary heating
and cooling rate [107].
Sonochemistry drives principally from acoustic cavitations which involve the formation, growth and implosive
collapse of bubbles in liquids. When solutions are exposed to strong ultrasound irradiation, bubbles are implosively
collapsed by acoustic fields in the solution. High temperature and high-pressure fields are produced at the centers of
the bubbles. The implosive collapse of the bubbles generates a localized hotspot through adiabatic compression or
shock wave formation within the gas phase of the collapsing bubbles [107]. The conditions formed in these hotspots
have been experimentally determined, with the transient temperature of ~5000 K, pressure of > 1800 atm and
cooling rates in excess of 1010 M/s. These extreme conditions enable many chemical reactions to occur. The
products are sometimes nano amorphous particles and, in other cases, nanocrystalline [108, 109].
Narendra and Sunita [110] reported the synthesis of the following inorganic Nanopaticles by Sonolysis;
(i) Nanomatallic Powder: This could be obtained by the sonocation of metal carbonyls. For example Fe powder
could be obtained from Fe(CO)5, Ni from Ni(CO)4, Co from Co(CO)3NO, Pd from Pd(O2CCH3)2). The above
authors also claimed that the sonocation of divalent salt of Pd(II) (1.0Mm) solution in polyethylene glycol
monostearate solution could furnish about 5-nm Pd particles with fairly narrow distribution while using K2PdCl4 or
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H2PtCl6 solution could result in the formation of nano-Pd and nano-Pt particles of size 3.6±0.7nm Pd under Ar and
2.0±0.3nm Pt under N2 stream respectively [110].
(ii) Nanometal Alloy: The synthesis of metal alloy NPs using a combination of metal and salts/complexes as
precursor material via sonolysis was also reported by the above authors. These include
(a) Amorphous Fe/Co which could be obtained from a mixture of Fe(CO) 5 and Co(CO)3NO in decalin;
(b) M50 steel powder with extremely high hardness which could be obtained from Fe(CO) 5, (EtxC6H6-x)2Mo, and
V(CO)6 in decalin;
(c) Au/Pd which could be obtained from NaAuCl4 and PdCl2, this appears as a monodisperse distribution (8nm) with
gold core and Pd shell.
(e) Ag/Fe2O3 could be obtained from AgNO3 and Fe(CO)5, Fe/Ni/Co from Fe(CO)5, Ni(CO)4, and Co(CO)3NO
[110].
A typical preparation procedure for Fe40Co60 alloy is given below as was reported by the above authors;
Under an argon atmosphere by means of an ultrasonic device with direct immersion titanium horn (working
frequency 20 kHz, electrical power of generator 600W, irradiation surface area of the horn 1cm 2), 2.0 ml Fe(CO)5
(0.15M) and 1.5 ml Co(CO)3NO (0.15M) were dissolved in 100 ml diphenlmethane for 3h at 20-30oC. A black solid
product was obtained, separated by centrifugation, washed with pentane inside the N 2- filled glove box and dried
under vacuum at room temperature. This was followed by the annealing of the solid under an argon flow (99.996%)
for 5h at 600oC to give about 60% Fe40Co60 alloy by weight [110].
3.2. Solvothermal Decomposition of Metal Complexes
One of the simplest methods to prepare nanoparticles is the decomposition of organometallic precursors. This
decomposition may be driven by heat (thermolysis), light (photolysis), and sound (sonolysis). In most cases
organometallic compounds are used in this method of nanoparticles synthesis and the major advantage of using
organometallic compounds is that the precursors can be decomposed at relatively low temperatures to form the final
product. Also by controlling the decomposition temperature, the growth of the nanoparticles can be controlled [110].
Since size and morphology have an effect on the properties of the nanoparticles, control of these properties is a
primary goal. In many cases, polymers, organic capping agents, or structural hosts are used to limit the size of the
nanoparticle growth [111]. In line with the above, Chen and Lee [112] used surfactant sodium dodecyl
benzenesulfonate (SDBS) as surfactant which also acted as stabilizer during hydrothermal reduction of CuCl 2 .2H2O
to produce various shapes and structures of copper nanoparticles which greatly depended upon the reaction
temperatures and quantity of SDBS [113].
Divine et al [114] prepared CdO nanoparticles by the thermal decomposition of a precursor complex through a
simple and cost effective room temperature synthetic technique. This method allows the preparation of the precursor
complex from hexamethylenetetramine and cadmium nitrate in ethanol. The procedure employed by the authors is
given thus; a sample of the dry precursor (0.5 g) was ground, placed in a ceramic crucible and calcined at 500 °C
(CdO-500). The crucible was placed in the furnace, heated to the desired calcination temperature, and calcination in
air for 2 h. Thereafter the sample was allowed to cool to room temperature in the furnace and reddish-brown powder
cadmium oxide nanoparticles were obtained.
Jonglak and Edward [115] solvothermally moderated the synthesis and decomposition of metal azide to produce
nanocrystalline mid to late transition metal nitrides. Several of these nitrides were discovered to be thermally
metastable and decompose at temperatures below ∼500 °C. This method utilizes exothermic metathesis reactions
between metal halides (NiBr2, FeCl3, MnCl2) and sodium azide in superheated toluene at temperatures below 300 °C
to synthesize nanocrystalline hexagonal Ni3N and Fe2N, and tetragonal MnN.
3.3. Microwave Synthesis
The interaction of dielectric materials, liquids or solids, with microwaves has given rise to what is generally known
as dielectric heating. Electric dipoles present in such materials respond to the applied electric field. In liquids,
constant reorientation leads to the friction between molecules, which subsequently generate heat energy [116,]. The
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microwave irradiation has been used in the synthesis of inorganic nanoparticles and keeps showing rapid growth in
its application in material science. Microwaves are a form of electromagnetic energy, with frequencies in the range
of 300MHz to 300 GHz but the commonly used frequency is 2.456 GHz [117].
Blosi et al [116] reported microwave-assisted polyol synthesis of crystalline particles with radius ranging from
90nm to 260nm. Very smaller sized- nanoparticles can be synthesized in cases where microwave is applied to the
reaction solution. The same author also reported synthesis of copper nanoparticles using microwave-assisted
synthesis [75]. The main reasons for using microwave are the fast and homogeneous reaction conditions during the
microwave synthesis.
Zhu and Yin [117] reported a fast method for the production of copper nanoparticles by using copper sulphate as a
precursor and sodium hypophosphite as the reducing agent in ethyl glycol under microwave irradiation. They are
also studied the parameters like concentration of reducing agent and microwave irradiation time. The size of copper
nanoparticles prepared by this method was about 10 nm [76].
Ashok and Umesh [118] reported the synthesis of SnO 2 nanoparticles (NPs) using microwave method. The
procedure adopted by the above author is described thus; 0.03 M solution of SnCl 2 .2HO2 was prepared and 0.05 M
citric acid mixed in to it drop wise. This solution was heated at 80 oC in oven till becomes 1/4th of its volume .
Thereafter, the precursor was kept for microwave heating for 10 min at 700 watt to form precipitate . The precipitate
obtained was filtered and washed 2-3 times with de -ionised water (18.2 MΩ. cm resistivity) then dried at 100̊C in
an oven. The dried powder was crushed and annealed at 500̊C for 1 hr. to give SnO2 nanoparticles.
Kozakova et al [119] prepared spherical Fe3O4 nanoparticles using microwave method. The particles obtained were
uniform with average dimensions of 200 nm and exhibit ferromagnetic behavior dependent on synthesis
temperature. The procedure adopted by the authors is given thus; 5mmol of FeCl 3.6H2O was dissolved in 60mL of
ethylene glycol, followed by the addition of nucleating agent (50mmol of NH 4Ac, 25mmol of (NH4)2CO3 or
200mmol of aqueous NH3). This mixture was placed in a Teflon reaction vessel (XP-1500 Plus heated in pressurized
CEM Mars 5 microwave system (CEM Corporation) to a required temperature (200, 210 or 220 oC) maintains for 30
min. After the reaction, the vessel was cooled to room temperature and the obtained product was filtered off, washed
with water and ethanol for several times and dried naturally on air.
3.4. Biological Synthesis
Nature has various synthetic processes for nanoparticles and micro-length scaled inorganic materials. This has led to
the development of a new area of research which is based on the biosynthesis of nanomaterials [120]. Biosynthesis
of nanoparticles has gained popularity recently because of the costly and hazardous nature of the physical and
chemical processes. It involves the use of microorganisms and plant extracts for synthesis. It is considered to be a
bottom-up approach and it involves oxidation-reduction (redox) processes where metallic compounds are usually
reduce into their respective nanoparticles because of microbial enzymes activity or the plant phytochemicals with
antioxidant or reducing properties [121]. There are three important factors that should be considered in the
application of this method and they include the choice of (a) the solvent medium used, (b) reducing agent and (c) a
nontoxic material for the stabilization of the nanoparticles [109].
Bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi and plant extracts have been used and are in use for the synthesis of nanoparticles
[120] The major advantages of this method is that it involves very easy procedures and less toxicity with a wide
range of applications of nanoparticles produced according to their morphology.
Biomolecules, including DNA [121, 122] and polyproteins such as amyloid fibers [123], peptide nanotubes [124],
and F-actin [125], have been used as templates to grow metallic "biowires" through the catalytic reduction of
copper, gold, and silver ions. Metallization has been initiated either directly from electrostatically associated ions or
by covalently bound metal nanoparticle seeds. Through metallization, Behrens and co-workers [126] assembled
silver NP ring structures using tubulin as template, and Mukherjee et al. [127] assemble Au NPs in a rod- like
fashion using tubulin as template.
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In another development, silver nanoparticles (AgNP) were synthesized by Anamika et al [128] by using aqueous
extract of Moringa oleifera and aqueous solution of silver nitrate (AgNO3).
The table below shows some biological entities and the Nanoparticles synthesized as adopted from [110].
Table 1: biological entities and the Nanoparticles synthesized
Biological Entity
NPs Synthesized
Bacteria
Size
Bacillus magatherium
Au (15-30nm)
Bacillus subtilis
Ag (0.5-60nm)
Brevibacterium casei
Ag (50nm)
Enterobacteria cloacae
Ag (50-100nm)
Eschericha coli
Ag (05-25nm)
Kllebsiella pneumonia
Ag (50nm)
Actinomycete
Thermomnospora sp
Au (0.8nm)
Fungi
Aspergergillus clavatus
Ag (10-25nm)
Aspergergillus flavus
Ag (0.7-10nm)
Aspergergilus fumigates
Ag (0.5-25)
Colletotrichum sp
Au (20-40nm)
Fusarium oxysporum
Ag (20-25nm)
Fusarium oxysporum
Au (20-40nm)
Plant Leaves Extract
Aloe vera sp
Azadirachta indica
Cymbopogon flexuosus
Pelargoncium gravcolens
Tamarindus indica
Stem/bark/latex
Cinnamomum zeylanicum
Desmodium triflorum
Jatropha curcas
Pelargoncum gravcolens
Fruit extract
Cariaca papaya
Emblica officinalis
Root extract
Curculigo orchioides
Pelargoncum gravcolens

Ag, Au (15-20nm)
Ag, Au, Ag-Au (50-100nm)
Au (0.05-2nm)
Au (20-40nm)
Au (20-40)
Ag (50-100nm)
Ag (0.5-20nm)
Ag (10-20)
Au (8-24nm)
Ag (20-40)
Au (15-20nm)
Ag (20-40nm)
Au (11-34)

4. Conclusion
Nanostructured materials have been extensively studied during the last decade due to their wide range of
applications. From the above review, it can be observed that the field of nanomaterials and their methods of
production are very dynamic. Research areas in the field of nanosciences and nanotechnologies which gives rise to
the production of Nanoparticles, Nanorods, nanofibers as well as mesoporous nanoporous structures have been
developed. In this review, we have pointed out the different synthetic methods of producing nanostructured
materials. Some of them are very efficient and lead to high yields, relatively short reaction times, and low cost,
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simple experimental and isolation procedures while some are not. These nanomaterials show size-dependent as well
as shape and structure-dependent, optical, electronic, thermal, and structural properties.
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